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WP5  -Catch up on the last activities
We are doing very well in Hardanger, and the Cider adventure is getting bigger and better every day. Our 
project has had a great impact on many levels, especially with cooperation between NIBIO and Nofima 
developing the sensorya lab in Hardanger. Because of developing the lab, they know have gotten to by 
more and better instruments mesuring details in apple juice and cider - helping the producers getting 
better.
We also keep the region always awareof cider, by talking about it and thinking of how to help or or. 
Kjetil will tell you all about now situationa an plans for near future. 
Eika will tell you about what is happening in Vipava Valley

 

WP 5 - Adaption of terroir models and exchange of 
good practices between local communities



 WP 5 - Target audience 
➢ Policy makers, municipalities and 

administrations
➢ Business developers
➢ Experts - Producers - Associations
➢ Farmers 
➢ General public



  

WP5 i - plan of the activities for the next 
months
- We will continue to have digital meetings with discussions for 

sharing local activity and ideas with international partners
- Locally we will take part in a political meeting arranged at the 

international ciderfestival in Hardanger and share output of 
meeting with all of you. get and share 

- we will share information about activity from all our partner 
regions 

- Could we have a WP 5 meeting in Vipava in June or 
September 2022 ?

-



Working together for a 
green, competitivie and 
inclusive Europe
The project funded by:

The project Uncorking rural heritage: indigenous production of fermented beverages for 
local cultural and environmental sustainability is funded by Iceland, Liechtenstein and 
Norway through the EEA and Norway Grants Fund for Regional Cooperation. The aim of 
the project is to foster the development of rural areas by improving common research 
capacity and knowledge dissemination applied to the “terroir” approach for wine and 
cider production in selected areas of Slovenia, Croatia, North Macedonia and Norway.
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The project is implemented by:



Thank you!

Trude Rinaldo 

Hardanger Council

Norway      

www.hardanger.com

post@hardangerraadet.no

+47 48954550
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